THE ATTACKS ON THE CORUNNA
troops who held the positions both at Pozndo and at
Aravaca were not men to alow themselves to be driven
away easily and without putting up a stiff fight* Some of
the units at Pozuelo were entirely French, with French
sergeants and French officers, and they fought desperately*
When I visited the battlefield three days later I found
them lying dead in rows in the trenches from which not
one mar had fled Hand-to-hand fighting with grenades
and bayonets had again been necessary, and in such warfare
the attacker cannot but suffer heavily himself.
The Red High Command must have been very sen-
onsly alarmed at this latest Nationalist successs for they
made a series of counter-attacks lasting continuously for
something like forty-eight hours. One of the fiercest
was conducted by three columns of Russians and was a
night attack. The Reds formed up near Zarzuelo in the
Pardo Park and? without any artillery preparation, started
out at two in the morning on a pitch-black night to
endeavour to drive through by sheer weight of numbers
in close formation to Huinera in the centre of the Casa
de Campo. It was found later that the orders were that
there was to be no deployments no matter what were
the losses, until Humera had been reached, when a line
would be established with two protective flanks thrown
back to Aravaca, and where the Reds were to await day-
light before continuing their advance. It sounds a des-
perate plan, but the amazing thing was that it was touch
and go that it did not succeed.
The three columns, each composed of some two
thousand men$ advanced with an interval of three hundred
yards between the advance guards, and so that this dis-
tance be kept throughout the night attack the left files
of each column were every five minutes to fire lights of
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